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Since 2004 we’ve translated 
computer so!ware, games, and 
applications into dozens of 
world languages for over 2000 
companies
700+ native-speaking professional linguists, 70+ languages

Optimized workflow:

dedicated 24/7 project management,

mastery of localization platforms and translation tools,

continuous localization and tailored processes,

mastery of all types of files and custom-built 
integrations.

multi-level translation quality assessment,

usage of translation memories and glossaries,

proofreading service on-demand,

localization QA and linguistic testing.

Superb quality:

«Our company has been built by 
developers and for developers —

we offer custom-made connectors 
and integrators on demand»

Get a price quote
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https://bit.ly/3des8Kh


Our translators have 
niche expertise in 
localizing various 
IT-products and 
subject matters

To date we’ve completed over 2000 thriving 
localization projects

Check out our project portfolio on the 
next pages!

So!ware Apps

GamesWebsites and CMS Guides and materials
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App and so!ware 
localization

Product localization helps 
developers enter new markets, 
attract new audiences, improve app 
store ranking, increase downloads 
and installs, and improve UX, and 
ultimately user LTV.

In addition to product interface 
strings, we translate help 
documentation, descriptions, 
marketing texts, and websites.

Check out more projects on our websiteGet a price quote

Localization of Microso! 
MakeCode

Localization of Smarty CRM 
platform

Localization of Viber 
messenger

Localization of Clue 
mobile app

Client: Bandsintown

Languages: FR, DE, IT, JA, PT, PT-BR, ES

Volume:  27 000 words

Services: localization

Client: Liferay

Languages: ZH-CN, JA, PT-BR, ES and 9 
more

Volume: 50 000 words

Services: localization

Client: Clue

Languages: AR, FR, DA, DE and 11 more

Volume: 70 000 words

Services: continuous localization

Client: Viber

Languages: RU

Services: product localization, marketing 
localization

Client: Microso! Corporation

Languages: FR, JA, PT-PT, ZH-CN and 21 
more

Volume: 48 000 words

Services: localization and linguistic QA

Client: Technologies

Languages: ES, PT-BR

Volume: 48 000 words

Services: localization

Localization of Bandsintown 
app

Localization of Liferay 
platform

Localization of Targetprocess 
platform

Client: Targetprocess

Languages: EN, FR, DE, ES, PT-BR, RU

Volume: 17 000 words

Services: localization

Translation of GitHub guides and 
materials

Client: GitHub

Languages: JA

Volume: 80 000 words

Services: translation, proofreading
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https://bit.ly/2BdI0P4
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Localization of 
Darklings

Localization of the Battletech 
game

Localization 
of MyCafe

Localization of the Minion Masters 
game

Developer/Publisher:  Paradox Interactive

Languages: FR, DE, RU

Services: linguistic quality assurance

Developer/Publisher: Vizor Interactive

Languages: FR, ES, ZH-CN, JA and 7 more

Services: continuous localization

Developer/Publisher: BetaDwarf

Languages: ZH-CN, ZH-TW, FR, DE, IT, RU, 
PT-BR, ES

Volume: 20 000 words

Services: continuous localization

Developer/Publisher: Melso!/Wargaming

Languages: FR, ES, PT-BR, KO and 6 more

Volume: 400 000 words

Services: continuous localization, 
linguistic QA, translation of marketing 
materials

Developer/Publisher: MildMania

Languages: JA, ZH, ES, RU, IT, FR, DE, PT, 
KO

Volume: 1000 words

Services: localization, linguistic QA

Developer/Publisher: Paradox Interactive

Languages: RU, FR, ES, PT-BR, IT, ZH-CN, 
DE, PL

Services: linguistic quality assurance

Localization of the Stellaris 
game

Localization of Klondike: The Lost 
Expedition

Game Localization

Game localization helps developers 
expand into new regions and attract 
and delight global gamers.

We localize mobile, desktop, 
console, browser, and board games.

In addition to interface strings, we 
translate help documentation and 
other marketing texts.

Check out more projects on our website

Proofreading of the in-game text 
for Clash of Kings

Developer/Publisher: Elex Tech

Languages: EN

Volume: 25 000 words

Services: proofreading, editing

Punch Club 
localization

Developer/Publisher: Tiny Build

Languages: ZH-CN, PL

Volume: 20 000 words

Services: localization

Get a price quote
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https://bit.ly/3dfOMBN
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Localization project is 
created

Usually, on a cloud platform (Crowdin, Transifex, SmartCAT, Oneskyapp).

The PM will help make a glossary, calculate pricing, monitor deadlines, and helps you 
throughout the project.

Project Manager is 
assigned

A!er the localized strings are downloaded from the localization platform; or directly on 
the platform via automatic compilation  with CLI (command line interface).

A localized build is 
assembled

iOS .strings, Android .xml, .po, .resx, etc. — the platforms support all commonly used 
formats, including Excel spreadsheets.

Resource files are 
uploaded

A!er the PM assembles a project team of the best-fit linguists.Translators start 
working

To ensure that the localized strings are displayed correctly.Localization is tested

New lines of text are 
added
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At info@alconost.com or via a preliminary order form along with the links to your cloud 
project and the product.

Preliminary order is 
submitted

By an independent translator who checks for any possible errors and typos and ensures 
translation accuracy.

Proofreading

In the cloud platform; translation memory and a glossary ensure translation consistency.Context is discussed

Immediately or reported directly to developers in the bug tracker.Minor errors are 
removed

Start

Deployment

That’s how our 
optimized 
localization process 
looks like in a 
nutshell

 It can be a one-off project or continuous, 
ongoing localization work

Get a price quote
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https://bit.ly/3cekWfZ


We use various 
professional 
localization tools 
and platforms, and 
CrowdIn is our first 
choice

We take full advantage of CrowdIn’s features 
(translation memory, glossaries, comments, 
screenshots, QA checks) to make the 
localization process as efficient as possible 
while ensuring optimal quality and 
convenience

We use two different types of workflows on CrowdIn

1. Set up your project in our account

2. Alconost joins the existing projects

You don’t have to pay for the subscription plan

You receive extensive access to the platform's features

You can automate your workflow using APIs and integrations

Combined workflow (e.g. community + professional translation by Alconost) is available

APIs and integrations are unavailable

Not suitable for projects where the community also participates in the translation process

A corresponding  subscription plan is required

Learn more about the “Alconost+Crowdin” solution
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Top translation 
quality is ensured by 
our internal 
translation QA 
mechanism

We offer free recruitment and testing of 
translators of rare languages

Get a price quote

Quality options

Each translator must pass a specific test for his/her area of specialization 
with a translation quality index of over 98%.

A"er testing and onboarding, translators are ready to work on 
translation projects that fit their specialization.

Depending on the project type we offer translation and proofreading by 
either a single or multiple independent specialists. We can perform 
linguistic testing, too.

Our customers complete monthly interviews which help us get a NPS for 
each translator, implement quality assurance and maintain work with 
only the best-performing translators.

Proficiency tests

Quality matrix

Project specialization

Net Promoter Score

QA Checkpoints We have extra processes to monitor translation quality for new 
employees, react to client feedback and double-check quality each time 
a certain amount of translation is delivered.
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https://bit.ly/3eziIJl
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You project manager 
will help you 
throughout the whole 
project

Your dedicated project manager is your 
single point of contact, who will help resolve 
all your questions regarding the project

Get in contact

A project manager has a number of essential functions:

Studies your materials and the specific features of the text in depth.

Agrees on the price, taking repetitions into consideration.

Chooses a team of translators and editors with the necessary 
specialisms.

Monitors deadlines.

Takes care of the quality, formatting and consistency of the 
completed translations.

Maintains the glossary and translation memory.

Organizes linguistic testing.

Prepares all the required accompanying documents (agreement, 
invoice, etc.).

Is available practically 24/7 to answer any of your questions.

https://bit.ly/2Apnivp


Localization 
workflow is defined 
by the scope of your 
project

Translation costs are calculated per 1000 
characters including spaces

Average translation speed is ~ 7,000 
characters with spaces or 1,500 words per 
day per translator.

For large projects, several linguists can work on 
the task simultaneously, which makes the 
process much faster.

ть скидки
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Let’s say you have 15,000 characters with spaces that need translating.

The turnaround time would look something like:

~ 2.5 business days for the translation,

~ 1 business day for project onboarding (preparing the localization brief, setting up 
the project  and assigning translators),

~ 1 business day for a localization manager to double-check everything and prepare 
the project for delivery.

* If you need to speed up the process, several translators can join the project.

* If you select translation plus proofreading by a second specialist, the overall
turnaround time will be 50% longer.

Get a quote

A high-level example of project turnaround time 
calculation

https://alconost.com/en/localization?utm_source=presentation&utm_medium=link&utm_campaign=page10#order


We have localized 
over 2 000 projects

Request localization

We can do something awesome for you too!
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